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Study Objectives

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Purpose of study

The purpose of this usability study was to improve the overall usability and ease-of-use of the
Arizona Seller Financing website. We preformed this test to answer if our current processes on the
website are effective.

Testing

Background

From general user feedback before testing, it was identified that website navigation was not
satisfactory for all users. ASF website users had trouble searching for seller financed properties and
noted difficulty discovering program information. This feedback prompted a further look into the
effectiveness of the arizonasellerfinancing.com website. Upon further expert heuristic evaluations,
the website was found to have usability concerns prompting usability testing.
A focus to this study was to discover the overall easy-of-use of the Arizona Seller
Financing website and the satisfaction of users while interacting with the website.
Evaluated in this study were the buying, loan, and outside agent processes.

Business Objectives and Goals
Successful outcomes from testing will:

Project & Method Overview
Expert Evaluations

Get more return customers to the website.

Preliminary User research (Surveys)

Increase client satisfaction with our products.

Content Inventory

Increase and boost traffic on the website.
Risks of not testing include:

Persona Creation & User stories

Preliminary usability testing (ASF website)

Negative ROI.

Prototype created to test possible solutions

Frustrated customers and clients.

Analysis of results

Poor site performance.

Prototype usability testing (Solutions)

Note: All data is available in the Appendixes

Environments

Results & Overall Feedback

We learned that the Arizona Seller Financing website must be
improved to meet user and customer needs.

It was found that there were navigational issues within the website.
Users found themselves getting lost and not understanding
navigational elements. Some navigational elements including the
search bar, are not effectively placed. Users were unable to search for
seller financing properties in all preliminary testing cases.
Additionally, aesthetic and accessibility issues were discovered that
should be addressed. Further discussion of these findings is found in
the Executive summary.
Notable User Comments
I'd like to see a seller financing button in the main
“
navigation to pre-sorted homes that have that financing.

”
“ I would like to see an approved homes section by area. ”
“ I'm unsure about what U-Pick means. ” -User003

-User001
-User004
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Study Participants : Targeted

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Targeted User Groups

There were three (3) separate user groups included in and tested for this study.

View Full Personas

Larry Loan Seeker : Financing seeking user.
Rebecca Realtor : Outside agent user.

Betty Buyer : User looking to buy a seller financed home.

Rebecca Realtor

Larry Loan Seeker

“It’s so frustrating to get into a new
home, I need financing that make sense.”
Age:

52

Work:

Building Contractor

Computing:

Low Skill

Betty Buyer

“I’m so tired of dealing with the bank,
get me into a home that I can afford”

“I need a way to get my clients with no
or bad credit into a home.”
Age:
Age:

39

Work:

Outside Realtor

Computing:

Work:
Computing:

42
Administrative Assistant
Moderate Skill

Moderate Skill

Note: Investment users were not evaluated due to stakeholder request to move this user group to another platform.
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Study Participants : In Study

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Overview of Participants in the Study

This study first surveyed users to gain data to form user personas and stories. Preliminary user testing was then done on the current website. Finally, another group of
users was tasked to evaluate the proposed solution within the prototype. These sessions were conducted in-person and remotely.

Current Site Users in Study

Preliminary Survey Participants in Study

Users:

n=(10)

Mix of users and nonusers.

Mix of male and female users.

Users: n=(5)
Mix of:

Recruited via email and invitations.

User Id
001

Age Group

Finance

002

40 - 50

Administrative

004

20 -30

Bartender

005

30 - 40

Accounting

Over 50

Building Code Official

Over 50

Retail Manager

30 - 40

Building Contractor

003

006
007
008

009
010

40 - 50

40 - 50

40 - 50

Banking

Realtor

Users: n=(3)

Prospective home buyer.

Prospective home buyers.

Real estate Agent.

Real estate agents.

Loan Seeker.

Loan Seekers.

Recruited via email and invitations.

Profession

40 - 50

Prototype Users in Study

Age Group
35 - 44

Esthetician

002

35 - 44

Real Estate Executive

001

35 - 44

Teacher/ RE Agent

Over 55

Building Official

003

Age Group

002
003

Over 55

Process server

005

44 - 55

Project Manager

004

User Id

Profession

User Id
001

Recruited via email and invitations.

25 - 34

44 - 55

Profession

Investment Consulting

Bartender

Marketing and Sales
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Executive Summary of Results
Summary Overview

The Arizona Seller Financing Technology team conducted remote and on-site usability testing of
the arizonasellerfinancing.com website. The purpose of this testing was to assess the usability of
the website interface design, information architecture, and user task flows.
In general, all participants found the current published version arizonasellerfinacing.com
website hard to understand and navigate. Participants searching for seller financed homes were
unable to complete tasks within this criterion.
After testing the proposed solutions on additional participants within the created prototype, the
proposed solutions were found to increase overall user satisfaction. Participant average task
completion time was decreased significantly with the prototype. Further, participants were
able to complete all key user tasks that the publish site session participants could not.

Severity Scale & Priority in Project

This severity scale is assigned to each usability issue discoverd while testing.
Priority:

0

Not a usability problem at all. For positive feedback,
not listed in results & recomendations.

Priority:

1

Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless
extra time is available on project.

Priority:

2

Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given
low priority.

Priority:

3

Major usability problem: important to fix, should
be given high priority

Priority:

4

Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before
website relaunch.

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Session Data at a Glance
Current Website

0%

of participants were able to
successfully complete all tasks.

115

average task completion/ “give
up time” (Seconds).

0%

of participants successfully
searched seller financed
properties.

40%

of participants had difficulty
finding Outside agent
navigation.

Prototype

100%

of participants were able to
successfully complete all tasks.

5

average task completion time
(Seconds).

100%

of participants successfully
searched seller financed
properties.

0%

of participants had difficulty
finding Outside agent
navigation.
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Executive Summary : What went well

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

The findings below are based on positive feedback from participants and task successfulness while testing the
prototype.
Finding
Prototype:
All users were able to complete all tasks.
All the solutions suggested enabled users to
complete tasks.

Prototype:
All Users noted that the “call-to-action”
would be first click.
When asked what they would select first.

Prototype:
All users were able to describe the
navigation accurately.
When asked what the main navigation
represents.

Location

User Comments
User 001 S3 -"Again, super easy to understand & navigate"

Home Page

User 002 S1- "Super easy to find"”

Priority

0

User 003 S1- "This really makes sense for this", "There is the Mesa button "
User 001 - First Click = "I would first click the 'find your home' button".
Home Page

User 002 - First Click = "The 'find your home' button".
User 003 - First Click = "I would probably just hit the 'find your home'

0

User 001 - "Buy to find homes, Sell find a Realtor, Apply for a loan, Outside
Agent,something for real estate agents”
Main Navigation

User 002 - "Buy search homes, Sell.. a home, Apply financing, Outside..
inquire about working with ASF"

0

User 003 - "Buy find homes, Sell find info to sell a home, Apply for a loan,
Outside Agent, is probably for real estate..”
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Executive Summary : What went badly (1 of 2)

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

The findings below are listed by severity in the order they appear in the results section. These are usability issues uncovered while testing the original website.
Issue
#

1

2

3

Finding
Original Website
Navigational Concerns: All Users had difficulty
with page navigation and were unfamiliar with
terminology.

Original Website
Seller Financing Search Concerns: All users
noted that they wanted to see a link to page
for seller financing or preferred/ featured
properties.

Original Website
Program Listing Concerns: U-Pick and
program information is hard for users to
locate.

Location

Suggested Action(s)

Priority

Simplify the navigation for users targeting user goals identified in the study.
Main Navigation

Navigation for buyers, sellers, financing applicants, and outside agents
should be in the top navigation.

4

Replacement of the main search for a call-to-action bring users to the buy
page.
It is recommended to create a by area search for seller financing properties.
Buy Page

Additionally, side navigation for the top three ways to search seller financing
properties should be added including featured properties, search bay area,
and advanced search.

4

Finally, removal of the search bar on the main page to help filter users to the
buy page.
It is recommended to remove “U-Pick” from the main navigation.
Buy Page

Additionally, adding a programs list to the buy page and emphasize
programs with a bolder font and color will make it more easy for a user to
identify programs.

4
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Executive Summary : What went badly (2 of 2)

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

The findings below are listed by severity in the order they appear in the results section. These are usability issues
uncovered while testing the original website.
Issue
#

Finding

Location

Suggested Action(s)

Priority

It is recommended to increase the contrast of the main navigation by
changing it to black.

4

Original Website
Accessibility Concerns: Contrast and font
sizing found to be inadequate for users.

Main Navigation
Page Navigation

5

Original Website
Outside Agent Page Navigation Concerns:
Improving visibility of navigational elements.

Main Navigation
Page Navigation

6

Original Website
Apply Form Verbiage Concerns: Users where
not clear what the form was for.

Apply Page
Apply Form

It is recommended to change the terminology on the apply application page
to identify that a user is filling out the form for U-Pick and traditional
financing.

2

7

Original Website
Aesthetic Concerns: Users identified the
same aesthetic issues.

Home Page

It is recommended to change the terminology on the apply application page
to identify that a user is filling out the form for U-Pick and traditional
financing.

1

Additionally, for any button taking a user off the website, increase contrast
and the font to no greater than 12px to create further emphasis for users
leaving the website to fill out applications.

4

It is recommended to move the “outside agent” navigation to the top
navigation bar.

3
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Executive Summary : Other findings

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

The findings below are based on observations and user comments while testing the prototype.
Finding
Prototype
The purpose of the website is easily
Identifiable
All Users clearly stated the purpose of the
website.

Prototype
Users loved the graphics
Users noted they liked the illustrations on the
website.

Location

User Comments

Priority

User 001 -“I think the site is trying to attract home buyers you need unique or
financing in a different way”
Home Page

User 002 - “I think this website is for people that need to buy a home and
find a loan”

0

User 003 - “It looks like the main things I can do with this site are buy a home
sell a home and get a loan”

Home Page

User 001 - “Love the illustrations very friendly”
User 005 - “I like the look of the graphics and colors”

0
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Results in Detail & Recommendations : 1
Navigational Concerns: All Users had difficulty with page
navigation and were unfamiliar with terminology.
Original layout
Example

Removal of Search
Main search box

Focus Navigation
Focus main tasks

Priority:

4

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before
website relaunch.

What was learned
All users had difficulty finding the link to get to the outside
agent page. Users also did not understand what U-Pick was
referring to and had difficulty finding the outside agent
navigation. The wide navigation was frustrating for users. Also,
users had issues understanding the result delivered from the
main search. Additionally, it was determined before testing that
the investor user would go to another platform.
Recommendation
It is recommended to simplify the navigation for users targeting
key user goals identified in the study.
Navigation for buyers, sellers, financing applicants, and outside
agents should be in the top navigation.

Recommendation
Example

New call-to-action
Navigate to buy page

Replacement of the main search for a call-to-action bring users
to the buy page.
Simplified navigation
Prototype tested

Notable User Comments
should probably be in the top [referring to
“ This
outside agent link moving to main navigation]
” -User003
U-pick? I don't know what that is
“[When
asked to describe navigation].
” -User004 9

Results in Detail & Recommendations : 2
Seller Financing Search Concerns: All users noted that they
wanted to see a link to page for seller financing or preferred/
Recommendation
Example

Add “Search” Buttons
Seller Financing
Artifact: “Notes”

Priority:

4

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before
website relaunch.

What was learned
Instructions for searching are not located where a user would
look for them. No users read through the search directions or
watched the "how to search" Video. Additionally user 001 had to
write down the directions (See artifact “Notes”). Users
repeatedly asked for an alternative to search for seller financing
properties.
Recommendation
It is recommended to create a by area search for seller financing
properties.
Additionally, side navigation for the top three ways to search
seller financing properties should be added including featured
properties, search bay area, and advanced search.

New Search Method
Seller financing by area
Original layout
Example

Finally, removal of the search bar on the main page to help filter
users to the buy page.
Remove search bar
Filter users to buy page

Notable User Comments
I would like to see an
“
approved homes section by area.

”

-User004

“ I wish there was a seller financing button. ”

-User001
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Results in Detail & Recommendations : 3
Program Listing Concerns: U-Pick and program information is hard
for users to locate.
Recommendation
Example

Buy page
Adding Programs

Priority:

4

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before
website relaunch.

What was learned
All Users had difficulty finding program information. Program
information is not clearly identifiable for users in the buy page.
User were confused by “U-Pick” being in the main navigation
because they did not understand what it represents without
context.
Recommendation
It is recommended to remove “U-Pick” from the main
navigation.
Additionally, adding a programs list to the buy page and
emphasize programs with a bolder font and color will make it
more easy for a user to identify programs.

Adding U-Pick
To Program List
Recommendation
Example

Notable User Comments

Main Navigation
Remove U-Pick

obvious because not sure if it is a
“ Didn't seem
program. [U-Pick program]
” -User004
“ I wish this was set up more like a list. ” -User005 11

Results in Detail & Recommendations : 4
Accessibility Concerns: Contrast and font sizing found to be
inadequate for users.
Original layout
Example

Main Navigation
Contrast is too low

Priority:

4

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before
website relaunch.

What was learned
User 002 specifically noted that they could not see the main
navigation well. The main navigations contrast was found to be
insufficient. Additionally, during prototype testing the solution
to a “leaving the site” navigational issue was found to not stand
out to users. All users noted that they were not aware they had
left the ASF website.
Recommendation
It is recommended to increase the contrast of the main
navigation by changing it to black.
Additionally, for any button taking a user off the website,
increase contrast and the font to no greater than 12px to create
further emphasis for users leaving the website to fill out
applications.

Recommendation
Example

Notable User Comments
Your Main navigation is hard
“
to see because of the gray on white.
Leaving the site warning
Increase font size

”

-User002

text telling me I'm leaving the
“ The website
is a little light.
” -User001
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Results in Detail & Recommendations : 5
Outside Agent Page Navigation Concerns: Improving visibility of
navigational elements.

Priority:

3

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Major usability problem: important to fix, should
be given high priority

What was learned
All users had difficulty finding the link to get to the outside
agent page. Due to so many main navigational elements and
that the “outside agents” button was located in the bottom
navigation only, this process was hard to locate for users.

Recommendation
Example

Moving Outside Agent
To Main Navigation

Recommendation
It is recommended to move the “outside agent” navigation to
the top navigation bar.

Notable User Comments
This should probably be in the top.
“
[outside agent link moving to main navigation]

”

-User002

to see some sort of navigation link for
“ I wanted
realtors. [Referring to main navigation]
” -User001
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Results in Detail & Recommendations : 6
Apply Form Verbiage Concerns: Users where not clear what the
form was for.
Original layout
Example

Priority:

2

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Minor usability problem: fixing this should be
given low priority.

What was learned
Explanation for what the Apply Form represents is not clear and
is different depending on the link chosen. Users did not know
what the application was for
Recommendation

It is recommended to change the terminology on the apply
application page to identify that a user is filling out the form for
U-Pick and traditional financing.
Improve terminology
Include U-Pick

Notable User Comments
confused by some of the terminology
“ I’m a bit[Referring
application page]
” -User002
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Results in Detail & Recommendations : 7
Aesthetic Concerns: Users identified the same aesthetic issues.
Original layout
Example

Hero color found
to be unpopular.

Priority:

1

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless
extra time is available on project.

What was learned
While testing the website, user 002 and 003 noted that they did
not like the “pink-ish” color used in the main hero. This was
primarily noted by male users. The pickish tones were also found
to cause readability issues.
Recommendation
It is recommended to change the hero image to better
represent a natural color palette.

Recommendation
Example
Notable User Comments
The pinkish color is not good
“needs
more POP. [Contrast in hero]

Hero with more natural
Color palette.

”

-User003

think I like the colors in the picture on the main
“ I don'tpage.
[ Pink and purple tones of the hero].
” -User002
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Next Steps

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

Effectively solve the usability issues uncovered within this study.

In order to effectively solve the usability concerns uncovered within this study, it
is recommended to begin developing solutions, implement those solutions in a
4 research to ensure
planned website relaunch, then preform follow-up usability
our changes continue to be effective.

1

Development

2

Developer

Interpret prototype functionality and
elements.

Refer to design team for final verification and
approval for modifications.

5

5 Week Implementation Period

Implementation

3

Follow-Up Research

As a team:

Conduct Data Testing:

Involves initial functionality testing.

Conduct Usability Testing:

An organized and planned launch of the new
platform.

Two (2) Weeks
May 15th 2020

Compare previous website statistics to new
data with changes: Google Analytics.
Perform additional testing to ensure solutions
are still effective.

Three (3) Weeks
June 5th 2020
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Appendix

Website URL: https://www.arizonasellerfinancing.com/

The links in this appendix will bring you to a Google Drive folder containing the raw data and testing materials.
1

Expert Evaluations

4

Heuristic Evaluations:

2

5

Preliminary User Research

View Personas

Preliminary usability testing
(Current website)

Post-Session Questionnaires
View This Data
View Testing Materials

Post-Session Questionnaires
View This Data

View This Data

Persona Creation & User stories

User Task Sessions

User Task Sessions

Helps to better understand target user
audience.

Prototype usability testing
(measuring effectiveness of
solutions)
Pre-Session Questionnaires

Pre-Session Questionnaires

Questionnaires:

3

7

View This Data

Using Jakob Nielsen's 10 general principles for
interaction design; 0-4 severity rating scale.
View This Data

Content Inventory

View Testing Materials

8

Analysis of Results

Formal Summative Evaluation
Results within this document.

6

Prototype - Created to test
possible solutions
View Prototype
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